
YEAR 2 – SCIENCE – Plants

What will we see around the world?

What you could do at home…

• Take a bag and collect some fallen petals and flowers to make into a beautiful photo frame.

• Be creative and get the whole family to make some whacky animals from fruit and vegetables.

• Make a diary to write or draw things you notice in your garden/local area each month.

• Try growing a seed and a bulb at the same time.  Which one do you think will grow first and why?

What? (Key vocab)

Spelling Definition Spelling Definition

seedling A young plant grown from a 

seed.
shoot A shoot grows upwards from the 

seed or plant to find sunlight.

germinate To start growth. The seed will 

germinate if it gets enough water 

and sunlight.

flowers The part of a plant that has petals 

and that makes fruit or seeds

soil The loose upper layer of the 

Earth's surface where plants 

grow.

wilt To lose freshness and become limp

What I should already know?

Recognise the importance of watering plants

Notice the need for plants to have warmth and sunlight.

Started the process of identifying, sorting and classifying.

Life cycle of a plant

Famous Scientist

Alan Titchmarsh is a gardener, presenter, author 

and poet. His love for plants, flowers and gardens 

have shaped his entire career.  He is a popular TV 

gardener, who has an impressive list of shows 

behind him from Ground Force to Songs of Praise.  

Born in Yorkshire on May 2, 1949, Alan is 70-years-

old.  After working as a professional gardener 

and a gardening journalist, Alan became a 

media personality through appearances on 

gardening programmes.  As well as appearing 

on TV, Alan used to have a show on BBC Radio 

2 and now has one on Classic FM.  He has also 

written seven novels and two autobiographies.

Parts of a plant


